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Major NetBSD goals 

  Despite what popular culture says… 
 Correction 
 Stability 

  Open questions: 
 How to quantify these features? 
 How to verify these features? 
 When to evaluate these features? 
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The old NetBSD tests 

  Located in src/regress 
  How are they? 

 Little, independent programs (sometimes) 
 Some code in Makefiles 

  But… do they really have problems? 
  Interface inconsistency 
 Difficulty in automating their execution 
 Need the source code to run them 
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What did NetBSD want/need? 
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What is ATF? 
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What is ATF? 
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  A framework, not a set of tests 
  Goals 

 Ease writing of tests 
 Ease execution of tests 

  Project under the The NetBSD Foundation umbrella 
 But platform-independent! 



The beginnings of ATF 
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Major features of ATF 
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  C, C++ and POSIX shell libraries 
  Interface consistency among tests 
  No need for developer-only tools 

 Good bye dear (dear?) make(1)! 

  Tests are installed 



Test suite structure 
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atf/ 

atf-c/ 

t_dynstr 

init_fmt clear 

t_fs 

getcwd 

tools/ 

t_atf_run 

vflag hooks 

t_atf_report 

oflag 



The ATF libraries 
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  Provide support to write test cases/programs 
  In C, C++ and POSIX shell 

  What do they provide? 
 Consistent interface to the end user 
 Test case isolation 
 And report the results! 

  Easy to create libraries for new languages 



The ATF tools 
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Test suite 

•  Test programs 
•  Test cases 

atf-run 

•  Executes part of the test suite 
•  Replaces make(1), yay! 
•  Machine-parseable report 

atf-report 

•  Plain text report 
•  XML report 
•  XHTML report 



The new NetBSD tests 
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  NetBSD tests migrated to ATF 
  Located in src/tests 
  New installation set: tests.tgz 

  Installed into /usr/tests 

  SoC 2008 project 
 Migrate src/regress to src/tests 



Conclusions 
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  Automated tests are important 
 And actually running them periodically is too! 

  ATF provides a generic solution 
 Shameless plug: use it to test your own software! 

  Still work to do, though: 
 Kernel testing: how? 
 Distributed testing: SMOP? 
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